Introduction
Optical flow is the apparent motion of objects in a visual scene originated by the relative motion between the viewer and the scene [1] . Roth and Black [2] studied the spatial statistics of optical flow, and obtained a rich prior model of optical flow. Adams, Atanasov and Carlsson [3] used the nudged elastic band technique to analyse optical flow data, they discovered a new topological feature for 3 3  optical flow patches. The authors of [3] shown a similar topological features for optical flow 3 3  patches with that of range image. The authors of papers [4, 5] studied optical flow patches for 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 n  and got similar results as the case 3 n  . In this paper, we expand the size of optical flow patches to 8 and detect the topological features of spaces of 8 8  optical flow patches. By the methods of the paper [6] , we find that there exist density subsets of 8 8  optical flow patches that are topologically equivalent to a circle. And we will show that the Klein bottle feature of 8 8  optical flow patches may disappear.
The Spaces of Optical Flow Patches
Our space is created from the Roth and Black optical flow database [2] . We randomly choose highcontrast 8 8  patches from the optical flow database. Our spaces 8 X is set of 8 8  patches produced by similar way to [6, 7, 8] . 
, here u represents optical flow in the horizontal direction and v represents the vertical direction. Each 8 8  patch is considered as a vector
. For simplifying calculations, we randomly select 50,000 patches from 8 X , denoted by 8 XS .
Results for
Persistent homology is a tool to identify topological features of a space by using a finite sampled points of the space. We apply software package Javaplex to calculate persistent homology, for more details, please refer to [6, 9, 10, and 11] .
We think over core subsets 8 , we obtain the similar result. 
Computing methods
For 3 3  patches of optical flow there exists a two-dimensional subspace with homology of the Klein bottle [4] , as increasing of the size of patches, the Klein bottle feature of the spaces gradually weakens. For how large size of optical flow patches, the Klein bottle feature vanishes? To study the problem we give an outline of producing a theoretic Klein bottle model. We take a set  of two variables polynomials with form of 
Results for 8 X
In this section, we will show that the Klein bottle feature of 8 8  optical flow patches may disappear. We describe two methods to get the subspaces of 8 X as following. (i) For any point p of 8 (200) K we calculate the Euclidean distance from p to every point of 8 X , and then take t closest points to the point p . The constructed subspace of 8 X is denoted by 8 (200, ).
Kopt t
(ii) For any point of 8 X , we compute the Euclidean distance from p to the set 8 (200)
K
, then we resort points of 8 X according to increasing of their Euclidean distances to 8 
(200)
K , then we take the top t percent of the closest distances, and denote the subspace of 8 X as 8 (200, ) XP t .
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To detect whether a subspace of 8 X has the homology of the Klein bottle, we utilize the subspace 8 
(200,11). Kopt
We run 100 experiments, there are only 29 times PLEX barcodes giving Klein bottle feature, and barcode intervals with the homology of the Klein bottle are very short. Figure 3 shows that 8 Hence we may conclude that the Klein bottle feature of the spaces 8 X disappears.
Conclusion
In this paper we use persistent homology method to discuss topological qualitative analysis of 8 8  optical flow patches. We show that the spaces of high contrast 8 8  patches have core subsets modeled as a circle. The Klein bottle's feature of small optical flow patches gradually disappear as increasing of the optical flow patch size. For 8 8  optical flow patches, the Klein bottle's feature may disappear.
